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hundred) respondents participated in the study, which is from Barisal city and use energy-saving lights. In this study, the author employed the judgmental sampling technique to collect responses from the participants through a self-administered questionnaire. Structural equation modeling was employed to analyze the empirical data and test the proposed hypotheses of the study via AMOS 23. The findings of the study revealed that perceived benefits (.61) have the highest significant effect towards green purchase decision, while environmental concerns (.49) have also significant effect towards green purchase decision of energy saving light users. In this study, peer groups are considered as insignificant determinants for the consumers of energy saving lights. Marketing factors (.21) have a significant effect on environmental knowledge which is the mediating variable in the study. This paper will help marketers formulate effective strategies based on these results to reach target markets and contribute to the sustainable environment. The Universitas Kuningan International Conference on Social Science, Environment and Technology (UNISET) will be an annual event hosted by Universitas Kuningan. This year (2020), the first UNISET will be held on 12 December 2020 at Universitas Kuningan, Kuningan, West Java, Indonesia. “Exploring Science and Technology to the Improvement of Community Welfare” has been chosen as the main theme for the conference, with a focus on the latest research and trends, as well as future outlook of the field of Social Sciences, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Material Sciences and Engineering, Food and Agriculture Technology, Informatics Engineering and Technologies, Medical and Health Technology. The conference invites delegates from across Indonesian and South East Asia region and, is usually attended by more than 100 participants from universities academics, researchers, practitioners, and professionals across a wide range of industries. Master’s Thesis from the year 2020 in the subject Business economics - Offline Marketing and Online Marketing, grade: 16/20, Leuven Catholic University, language: English, abstract: As the environment becomes an increasingly important concern for consumers, this thesis seeks to answer the question: “Why does it pay to be green?”, and “Does green marketing have a differential effect on shareholder value”. The results of this study provide insight into the announcement of positive stock returns is a result of the announcement of green marketing and that an announcement of a green product creates the least positive stock returns for the company. The product type (high-involvement product vs. low-involvement product) does not change these observations. The preferred green marketing strategy remains the announcement of a green partner. At the end, the theoretical and managerial implications of these results and future research avenues are presented. In this groundbreaking study, Toby Smith analyses the role of green marketing in the concept of green marketing. The book introduces the concept of hegemony into environmental politics, highlighting the various ways in which global environmental threats are constructed and the role of green marketing in this process. The book provides a comprehensive understanding of the relationship between green marketing and environmental issues, and the role of green marketing in shaping public opinion and environmental policies. The book is aimed at researchers, practitioners, and students interested in green marketing and environmental issues. The book concludes with some future growth projections; what are some of the shortcomings in sustainability in the cosmetics industry and what can we do to address them? In the future, the cosmetics industry needs to focus on sustainability and environmental responsibility. This can be achieved through the implementation of sustainable practices, such as the use of eco-friendly ingredients, minimizing waste and pollution, and promoting recycling and reusability. In this way, the cosmetics industry can ensure that its products are safe for the environment and for consumers. The book also highlights the importance of education and awareness-raising campaigns to promote sustainable practices. The book is an essential resource for anyone interested in sustainability and the cosmetics industry.
corporate social responsibility have become vital discussions in many industries within the public and private sectors. In the business realm, incorporating practices that serve the overall community and ecological wellbeing can also allow business to flourish economically and socially. Green Business: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is a vital resource for the latest research findings on the challenges and benefits of implementing sustainable strategies into the corefunctions of contemporary enterprises. Focusing on green enterprise, sustainable development, and circular economy, this multi-volume book is ideally designed for business executives, business and marketing professionals, business managers, academicians, and researchers actively involved in the business industry. Building on the strengths of the material published in the hugely successful first edition of Greener Marketing, this important new title examines on the challenges and benefits of implementing sustainable strategies into the coreoperations of contemporary enterprises. It will provide information and ideas for those involved in marketing strategies, environmental and social considerations, as well as providing new perspectives on marketing for environmental managers. To achieve a comprehensive viewpoint, the book is split into three sections. The first sets out the strategic and rationale for green marketing, the second addresses practical issues in more detail, and the third provides detailed international case studies. Topics addressed by the global set of contributors include the growing area of products versus services, environmental product development, green marketing alliances, environmental communications, green consumers, eco-tourism and environmental marketing in developing countries. Reemer Marketing is the only book to the subject of green marketing and green consumerism. This new volume, Green Consumerism, provides a holistic understanding of the importance of promoting green products and discusses consumers' buying intentions and decisions. The chapters consider consumer behavior theory in the context of green or ecologically friendly products from both the academic and business perspectives. The chapters present the latest empirical and analytical research in the field of green marketing and provide an abundance of information about profitable and sustainable ways and strategies to deal with environmental problems. The volume considers how consumers are taking responsibility and becoming more aware, driving change in the marketplace. In response, companies are incorporating appropriate green strategies into their operational activities, product development processes, and marketing activities to achieve a competitive advantage in saturated markets. This helps companies gain market share and minimize their production costs. Topics discussed in the volume include green pricing, green consumer behavior, various dimensions of consumer purchase intention, sustainable marketing, innovation techniques used to go green, eco-awareness, and other ongoing developments in this rapidly expanding area. Key features: Discusses research on the latest trends in the field of green marketing, green practices, green products, eco-literacy, environment awareness, protection, management etc. Provides insight into how consumers, businesses, and organizations can become more environmentally friendly. Discusses techniques used to go green, eco-awareness, and other ongoing developments in this rapidly expanding area. Key features: Discusses research on the latest trends in the field of green marketing, green practices, green products, eco-literacy, environment awareness, protection, management etc. Provides insight into how consumers, businesses, and organizations can become more environmentally friendly. Discusses techniques used to go green, eco-awareness, and other ongoing developments in this rapidly expanding area. This book aims to provide an introduction to the latest research and thinking in green marketing and to provide a comprehensive overview of the field. It is designed for entrepreneurs, managers, executives, investors, policy makers, and others who are looking to incorporate green marketing strategies into their businesses. The book is intended for use in courses on green marketing, sustainable business, and corporate social responsibility. It is also a valuable resource for practitioners who are interested in understanding the latest research and trends in the field. The book covers a wide range of topics, including the role of green marketing in achieving sustainability, the impact of green marketing on consumer behavior, and the challenges and opportunities faced by companies in implementing green marketing strategies. It also includes case studies and examples from companies across various industries to illustrate the practical application of green marketing in real-world situations. Overall, this book provides a comprehensive and up-to-date overview of green marketing, making it an essential resource for students, practitioners, and policymakers interested in the field.
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environment. This insightful new book provides a thorough introduction to the emerging field of green marketing management, including a useful exploration of the integral relationships among marketing strategy and action, macroeconomic sectors, and the environment. In addition to providing a detailed look at many green strategies, from environmentally friendly supply chains to the environmental implications of product creation, the book reviews the evolution of marketing and devotes considerable attention to the conditions for potential consumers to act in an ecologically responsible manner. Written by a renowned sustainability expert, Greener Products: The Making and Marketing of Sustainable Brands, Second Edition makes the case for why the people and the planet need products to be made in a different, more sustainable way. The growth of the global middle class, with an additional 3 billion people expected to enter the consumer market by 2030, is putting an unprecedented demand on resources and straining the global supply of raw materials, fossil fuels, food and water. This book provides insights on how to raise the bar on product development and investigates the best practices for making and marketing sustainable brands. Over 40 case studies are analyzed in this book and summarized for the reader to easily see what it is that makes leading companies successful. A nalysis on marketing campaigns and greener product development range from leading companies like Apple, Nike, Samsung Electronics, BASF, GE, Johnson & Johnson, Unilever, and method. New updated content in this second edition includes: New developments like the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals with concepts of biocentricity, circular economy, emerging issues management, and eco-innovation. Novel tools and examples for bringing sustainable products to market. New chapter dedicated to natural capital. A nalysis of current green marketing methods and market trends. Best practices for making and marketing sustainable brands. For more information, visit the author's book website at www.greenerproducts.biz. For too long, marketers of sustainable goods and services have targeted "deep green" consumers to promote their products—and they have little to show for their efforts. In this innovative book, Jacqueline Ottman shows how the green market has moved beyond such niche marketing, and how marketers will find greater success promoting the inherent superior value of their offerings. Greener products are now available within every industry and are a part of our everyday lives. But they didn't get to be so ubiquitous just because they are better for the planet. Whether they were promoted as such or not, sales of green products have grown so fast because of the added value they provide: health, superior performance, good taste, cost-effectiveness, or simply convenience. This central emphasis on primary benefits—the new rules—is critical to winning over the mainstream consumer and to driving overall organizational growth. The New Rules of Green Marketing helps readers understand why value-based sustainability marketing has become a critical organizational capacity, and how readers can adopt this approach in their own organizations. Illustrated by examples from both international mainstream and the more niche "deep green" leaders who are showing everyone else the way, the book provides practical strategies, tools and inspiration for building every aspect of a credible value-based green marketing strategy, including: How to use a proactive approach to sustainability to spur innovation. How to frame environment-related benefits with relevance to mainstream brand. How to communicate with credibility and impact, and avoid "greenwashing." How to team up with stakeholders to maximize outreach to consumers. How to use a life cycle orientation to ensure the integrity of one's offerings. How to best take advantage of recent technological advances in social media. Drawing on the latest data from leading researchers and reflecting on learnings from Ottman's corporate clients and other pioneers including GE, Nike, HSB, Method, Starbucks, Timberland, HP, NatureWorks, Philips, Procter & Gamble, Stonyfield Farm and Wal-M art, this book shows how market leaders are edging out the competition using effective value-first marketing strategies. This book captures the best of the author's previous groundbreaking books on green marketing and takes the content into the 21st century. Whereas earlier works focused on readers who were less familiar with green initiatives, this work squarely focuses on a new generation of marketers who likely themselves grew up with an appreciation of sustainability and who want and need to know how to connect effectively with mainstream consumers. As corporations increasingly recognize the benefits of green marketing, the number of projects with important local environmental, economic, and quality-of-life benefits shall increase. Encouraging the holistic nature of green, moreover, inspires other retailers to push the movement. Green Marketing as a Positive Driver Toward Business Sustainability is a collection of innovative research on the methods and applications of integrating environmental considerations into all aspects of marketing. While highlighting topics including green consumerism, electronic banking, and sustainability, this book is ideally designed for industrialists, marketers, professionals, engineers, educators, researchers, and scholars seeking current research on green development in regular movement. One business area where environmental issues have received a great deal of discussion is marketing. When the society becomes more concerned with the natural environment, businesses have begun to modify their behaviour to address the society's new concerns. The age of corporate responsibility, green technology and sustainability continue to grip the consciousness of businesses. However, the development of appropriate business-driven green computing applications requires an awareness of the best practices of the green agenda. Green Computing Strategies for Competitive Advantage and Business Sustainability provides emerging research on maintaining an eco-friendly environment regarding cloud computing and promoting reusability. While highlighting competitive advantages, power consumption, and project evaluation, readers will learn about various techniques for reducing energy consumption in cloud performance and information technology systems. This book is a vital resource for academics, researchers, students, professionals, and managers interested in novel trends in green computing applications and technology. Shakti Power! - Mataji is Babaji's feminine polarity. She is there to connect you with a stream of kindness, love, respect and connectedness with those around you. She dissolves separation and creates bridges between individuals. She floods you with bliss and compassion. She triggers streams of infinite joy, delight and pleasure in your existence. She embraces all aspects of your being and opens the powerful creative channels that want to be unleashed in you. In this short book, I give you a few core concepts and a simple direct techniques to connect with her energy.